
About Nightscape

Nightscape is a team of visionaries specializing in creative design, content development, and
concept deployment. From 3D visual scapes and immersive audio in its state-of-the-art
projection mapped venue, to interactive video game replicas of real world buildings and
content for experiential activations, Nightscape consistently blurs the lines between physical
and digital worlds.

Nightscape uses cutting edge technology including real-time workflows, multi-player
development and spatial audio to deliver expectation-defying results for clients and partners. If
you are looking to bring your expertise to a collaborative team who is executing projects
ranging from Coachella to NFL halftime shows to hybrid metaverse experiences, let’s talk.

Surface Artist

The surface artist will define materials and shading for CAD and custom modeled meshes.
Ideal candidates have at least a working understanding of UV editing, texture painting, and
procedural texture generation by way of shader graphs. Candidates work at the intersection of
art and technology, and may excel in digital painting or sculpting as well as technical problem
solving and real-time workflows. You have a keen eye for real-world textures and are skilled at
using digital materials and textures to describe how surfaces of objects respond and interact to
light in the virtual world.

Education + Experience

Surface artists may be graduates of a film, 3D design, or modeling programs. and will have
strong modeling, texturing, and lighting skills.

Requirements

Ideal candidates can prove most of these areas of knowledge with prior work:
Elements and principles of design



The principles and methods of 3D modeling
PBR lighting
An art lexicon as it pertains to the construction and quality of objects

Familiarity with a collection of any of the following platforms preferred:

● Unreal engine
● Substance Painter
● Substance Designer
● Speed Tree
● RizomUV
● Cinema4D
● Blender
● Maya

Remote // Authorized to work in the US.

Interested? Email us at hiring@explorenightscape.com
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